We describe spatio-temporal symmetry and i o extraction via a Generalised Symmetry Operator. its use in gait recognition is reinforced by the view from psychology that human gait is a symmelricalpattern of morion We show that by including remyorof information in our symmetry calculations we are not recognizing people by their body shape but also by their motion. Here, the new technique is applied IO a database of 28 subjects, which equals in size the largest contemporaneous gait databases. The results of the new approach agree with earlier results that the symmetrical properties o f human gait appear to be unique and can indeed be used for analysis and for recognition. The results achieved so far give promising performance and higher recognition rates than those of an earlier spatial approach. Performonce analyses suggest that symmetry enjoys practical advantages such as abilip to handle noise and occlusion, and especially when resolution is too low for other biometrics to be deployed
1: Introduction
We present a new method of extracting spatio-temporal symmetry using the Generalised Symmetry Operator, applied in gait recognition. As a biometric, gait deals with the recognition of people by the way they walk regardless of the clothes *om or the differing background in image sequences. Notable advantages of gait over the other biometrics include lack of physical contact. Also, it is currently the only biometric at a distance when other biometrics may be of too low resolution, or obscured.
One motivation for gait recognition can be a real application scenario involving armed robbers. They usually put on helmets, masks, spectacles and gloves thus making it virtually impossible to use any other biometric such as the fingerprint or face. However, aiming not to attract attention by walking suspiciously or impeding their own gaits, the robbers will have to walk naturally thus exposing their own normal gait.
Though it could be argucd that physical condition such as drunkenness, pregnancy and injuries involving joints can affect an individual's motion, these factors are similar in principle to factors affecting other biometrics.
There have been allied studies of gait [SI, notable amongst these are medical studies, psychological studies, modelling human motion and tracking people.
Amongst these, psychologists suggest gait is a symmetrical pattern of motion [3] and that humans perceive gait as unique.
Gait is perhaps the most recent biometric. The earliest approach was the spatio-temporal approach where gait signatures were derived from the spatio-temporal patterns of walking persons [61. The gait signature was derived by normalising the fit of a 5-stick model to the spatiotemporal pattern and encouraging (85%) recognition rates were achieved. Popularity of eigenspace approaches [5] is reflected in a recent approach [I] where PCA is applied to generate eigengaits. Supervised clustering then groups the training set into different classes. Similarity plots are then assigned to the various eigengaits for recognition, obtaining a recognition rate of 93% on a database of 6 subjects. Johnson et a1 presented a multi-view gait recognition method using recovered static body parameters (activity-specific biometrics) of subjects [ I I] . The technique uses the action of walking across multiple views to extract relative body parameters of subjects. The motion-capture data were used to adjust vision data of different views to a common reference frame. The approach gave a good result on a small database of subjects.
Shutlsr et al extended statistical gait recognition via temporal moments [IO] . This derived statistics with an intimate relationship to gait, with symmetry properties. In [2], gait signatures were derived from the frequency components of the variations in the inclination of the human thigh. As pendula modelled the periodic motion of the thigh during walking, this again suggests that symmetry analysis is suited to gait recognition. As such, and coupled with medical studies [9] there is support for the contention that symmetry of gait can be examined. Earlier, we sought to deploy spatial symmetry analysis to sequences of people walking, and to good effect. We now describe its extension to spatio-temporal symmetry, to improve performance still further by including time in the symmetry calculations. Later we show how it can handle low resolution imagery, when other biometrics are obscured.
2: Symmetry Extraction
In 141 The symmetry contribution. C ( i j ) between the points P, and P, is
where and Ph,, are respectively the symmetry distance and the phase between the tWo points. /, and I, relate to intensity at points P, and P,. respectively.
The symmetry distance i s calculated from the symmetry distance weighting function. This reflects the distance between two different points P, and P,; and is calculated as:
where a controls the scope of the function. Each value of n implies a different scale thus making it suited to multi-resolution schemes. A large value of n implies large-scale symmetry that gives distant points similar weighting to close points. Alternatively. a small value o f o implies local operation and local symmetry. Recently the focus, p, was therefore introduced into the distance u,eighting function to control the focusing Spatial symmetry detection is illustrated in Fig.2 showing increased symmetry relationship between the legs. below a central vertical-symmetry axis that arises from the symmetry of the torso.
Considering the distance between points that are separated spatially (within an image) and temporally (between images) to be components of a Euclidean distance metric gives as a new weighting function. Fig.   3 shows two images (one q,, displaced q frames from q., y1 where q,, and T , ,~, are not necessarily at the same spatial position) and their spatio-temporal symmetry map. which shows a distribution now centred inore around the moving arms and legs, those parts more associated with gait. 
3: Recognition Procedure
Having obtained the symmetry maps for a given image sequence, we then derive the gait signature, GS by averaging all the symmetry maps, S , .
where N is the number of symmetry maps in a sequence. Different cut-off frequencies were used to determine the appropriate number of Fourier components. The results showed that only a small fraction of the components are required to obtain the rates in table 1. For purposes of classification (recognition), the similarity differences between the Fourier descriptions of the gait signatures are then calculated using Euclidean distance. that is
where SD,,, is the similarity difference between gait signatures i and j .
4: Recognition by Symmetry
The database used in this work has 28 subjects each with 4 sequences, giving I12 image sequences. Each image sequence is used once as test data with the remainder as the training data. Having computed the similarity difference between a test subject and the training data. the k-nearest neighbour rule is then applied for classification, that is we search for the gait signature in the training that gives the least similarity difference value. Here. we used k = I and k = 3 and the results are as summarised in Example images used for low resolution analysis are shown in Fig. 4 . Images are usually normalised to 64x64 to reduce computational demand. If enlarged, the images would highlight the loss of detail at lower resolutions. Reduction in resolution by half to 32x32 changes recognition performance linle for k3. In fact, reduction to 16x16 is where no other biometric could be perceived, but where recognition by gait still occurs to some extent (one far better than random performance). Again, this suggests that symmetry gives potential for gait as a biometric and for movement analysis in general.
5: Conclusions and Further Work
The development of symmetry has continued to support the contention that the symmetry of human gait can indeed be used for recognition, as supported by a psychology view and our earlier works on a small database of six subjects. The symmetry operator, essentially, forms an accumulator of points, which are measures of the symmetry between image points to give a symmetry map. This has now been extended to use a spatio-temporal basis, by reformulating the distance metric. Now, recognition is based on body dynamics as well as on body shape. By using the new symmetry operator, the Discrete Fourier Transform and a basic nearest-neighbour approach, the results have produced a recognition rate of over 97% on a database of 28 subjects. This is a very promising result and further experiments need to be carried out. We have also shown how the new approach can handle lowresolution imagery where other biometrics are obscured.
In future we aim to investigate further biometric capabilities, alterations to implementation and consequences of parameterisation, and also potcntial for exploitation in other applications.
